Celebrity Host
Department: Wish
Scope of Position
When a child wishes to meet a celebrity, a Celebrity Host serves as a liaison between the
wish family, Make-A-Wish and the celebrity by accompanying the family during the wish
experience and handling day-of-wish details. This individual will interact with the wish family,
celebrity handlers and the celebrities themselves, as well as troubleshoot and assist the
family with any special requests that may arise. A celebrity host will also document the wish
experience by providing a written wish report describing the wish day experience.
Key Responsibilities
★ Speak with the wish family prior to the wish experience to introduce yourself, review
specific day of wish information and provide any last-minute updates.
★ Assist in facilitating the wish experience communicating expectations along the way.
★ Ensure the wish family is prepared and comfortable during the wish experience.
★ Troubleshoot any challenges that may occur on the day of the wish.
★ Capture the wish experience via photographs.
★ Act as a reliable, communicative, and productive member of the team providing
feedback about the experience to the Make-A-Wish office within 48 hours of the
conclusion of the day/event.
This Position Is Right for You If…
★ You are patient during challenging, stressful situations
★ You have excellent people skills with the ability to work with people from different
backgrounds and children with life-threatening medical conditions
★ You are discreet and confidential about experiences with celebrities
★ You can recognize issues and tactfully and professionally address any situation
★ You have a flexible schedule for last minute changes in wish plans
★ You are punctual and dependable
Time Commitment
★ Celebrity and sports related wishes vary in time; however, they usually range
between 2-4 hours. Celebrity Hosts should be available for the entire day of the wish
experience in case of last minute changes in the celebrity’s schedule.
Location
★ Wish experiences may take place in a variety of places, including hotels,
stadiums/venues, studios, movie sets, etc. As a Celebrity Host, you should be
prepared to travel within our chapter’s territory to assist on a celebrity wish.
Training & Requirements
★ Volunteer Orientation
★ Background Check required
★ Celebrity Host Training
For more additional information, please contact our Volunteer Department,
volunteers@snv.wish.org

